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OPERATING SYSTEM -DefinitionWindows is an Operating System that enables a computer

user to use mouse on small screen picture (called icon) to control the computer.It can further

be defined as a graphical interface through which the user can relate with the computer. It is

classified as Graphical User interface (GUI). This is because it offers a lot use of

graphics.Types of windows Windows 95Windows 98Windows MEWindows 2000Windows

XPWindows Vista.Windows 7Windows 8Windows 10 ICONAn icon is a pictorial image that

represents a shortcut to a program, device, files folders etc. an example of an icon is shown

below. It can further be defined as a small image displayed on the screen to represent an

object that can be manipulated by the user.Tip: Icons serve as visual mnemonics and allow the

user to control certain computer actions without having to remember commands or type them

at the keyboard.USING MOUSE ON WINDOWS ICONSWhen you click on an icon, the icon

becomes selected and ready to accept commands from you.When you double-click on an icon,



it opens for you to view its contentsTip: when you move the mouse around you will see an

arrow moving around on the screen. That arrow is called “mouse pointer” FEATURES OF

THE MOUSEClickingDouble-clickingRight-clickingDraggingTHE DESKTOPThis is that screen

background on which windows, icons and dialog boxes appear.taskbarThis is the bar that

contains the Start button. It appears at the bottom of the desktop. You can hide the taskbar,

move it to the sides or top of the desktop, and customize it in other ways!SHUTTING DOWN

WINDOWSClick on Start menu.Click on turn Off computerClick on turn offTip: before you shut

down windows, it’s recommended you close all programs.WINDOWA window is that

rectangular area of the screen on which you view program files, system drives or icons.Further,

it can be defined as a portion of the screen where programs and processes can be run. You

can open several windows at the same time Windows can be closed, resized, moved,

minimized to a button on the taskbar, or maximized to take up the whole screen.Tip: each file,

program or icon you open has its own window.
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